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O'Guinn Tongue-Lashes Late Senate
Stragglers Hold Up Session More Than Hour
Jack O'Guinn, ASUNM vice
president, last night set up a
'buddy system' to insure senators
would get to the Senate meeting
on time.
.
After being delayed for over an
hour, the ASUNM Senate started
its meeting with O'Guinn giving
the senators a strong speed] about
the qualities of being on time.
The first l'eal business of the
night came when four students
were sworn into student court.
These students were John
McGuffin, chief justice, Sam
Johnson, Charles Pineda, and
Charles Mingle as associates.
Presidential appointments
were Kris Sly, C\lltu.ral
Committee; Corinne Fligner,
Registration; Mike Sloan,

Teachers Evaluation; Rnndy
Knudson, Athletic Council and
Judy La Praire, General Honors
Council.
The Senate then moved into
old business quickly passing five
bills.
An act allocating $2000 to the
Albuquerque Public Schools to
replace equipment lost in the June
riots was tabled.
A bill allocating $3412 to the
Thunderbird Magazine was
changed to $1895.55 for the first
five months of school. The bill
was passed.
Another act giving the UNM
Duplicating Center $.RRO RR wst"
also passed.
Objections were brought
against the bill allocating $700 to

Agora for the publication of their
handbook, 11 Snnlcc Oil and Other
Patent Medicines,, Senator
Buckner said he felt 1)000 copies
were too many. It was pointed
out by the head of Agora that
earlier editions of the handbook
went very well and there was a
need for so many~ copies. The bill
was passed.
The act allocating $1507.82 to
the Inter•Fraternity was reduced
to $1407,82 and passed.
Another bill was introduced to
allocate $2500 to the Student
Aids Office for student loans, The
office has a deficit at present
because of the large number of
loans they have given. It was
asked that the Senate take acton
on it last night but instead the bill

was referred to the Finance
Committee. ·
The Child Care Center sent its
acting chairman to report to the
Senate. She said only that the
Center has had a complete
turnover in employes and that the
Center now has an accountant
"working on its books to bring
them up to date.
Senator Buckner at this time
pointed out that he has heard
many good reports about the
Child Care Center and several
senators concurred.
Und~r new business there was a
resolution calling for an upper division history course for full
credit be created in the black

studies department. It was
referred to Steering Committee.
In other action, the Senate
acceded to a presidential veto on ·
two bills that would have set up
two committees related to student
activities. A bill incorporating
features of both previously vetoes
bills was referred to Sterring
Cor.uniLtee,
Also introduced and referred to
commit tee were bills seeking
funds for parliamentary procedure
books for senators, a March of
Dimes sponsored birth defPct
center, a delegate to an "October
in the Ozarks" conference, as well
as a bill advocating a GSA .
representative on Intramural and
Recreation Board.
'

Candidates Opposed to Ordinance
20 Co1nmission Hopefuls Against Parks Law
20 of the 30 City Commission
candidates yesterday joined in
criticizing the present Commi8sion
for their "high handed tactics" in
passing the controversial city
parks ordinance earlier this week.
The o.rdinance places a
midnight to 6 a.m. curfew in the
city parks.
"We find it inexcusable that the
City Commission in its lame duck
capacity . . . saw fit to express its
will over the people. The purpose
of the (city) charter provision for
three readings on such matters is
to insure that the commission will
have three weeks in which to hear
citizens· express and discuss their
views regarding these issues.. . ,
'~This provision was flagrantly
disregarded in that the
commission saw fit to allow two
readings on this ordinance during
one meeting," 'a press release
issued by the candidates said.
"The problem is not whether
you agree or disagree with the
ordinance but the fact that the
City Commission has seen fit to
eliminate this as an issue (in the
campaign) and in so doing has
taken a prerogative away from the
voters," Gary Mahan,
Albuquerque Today ~nd
Tomorrow candidate said.
"This (rapid approval of the

ordinance) shows the stench of
po li tical tyranny in city
government," independent
candidate Max Carmona added.
Other candidates indicated
that, while they did not
necessarily disagree with the
ordinance they definitely were
opposed to the manner in which it
was passed. Additionally, they
said, the current strength of the
city police was such that it would
allow only a "selective
enforcement of the curfew."
Much of the press conference
time was also taken up with
attacks on the Albuquerque Unity
and People's Committee for
Better Government slates. Neither
the AU or PCBG slates were
invited to the press conference.
The AU ticket of Ray Baca,
Robert Poole and John Rust had
previously called for immediate
passage of the ordinance while the
PCBG candidates have stated that
a parks curfew "might be
necessary."
Of the four independent
candidates who did not sign the
statement only Carlo Flumiani
spoke about the press release.
Calling the ordinance
"intrinsically constructive," he
added that no one Hwho would
linger in our parks at that time

(during the curfew period) would
be there for any good purpose.
"Parents should ha'\le their
children home early .... There is
only one way to alleviate the
deviations of our young people
and that is to make them get up at
5 or 6 in the morning. That is one
way to make them real
Americans,'' Flumiani concluded.
The other independents who
did not sign the release are Nancy
Koch, Jerome Greenblatt and
Raymond Gar:v,ey. Koch said later
that while she was "reluctantly
agreed to tl.::! ordinance" the
Commission should have waited
until after the election.
Slte added that "such an
ordinance should also have a
definite iimu limit on it, perhaps
six mot1ths, during which time all
the various sides could sit down
together and work out a better
solution."
Candidates who signed .the
press release include Mahan,
James Greer, David Post,
Carmona, Daniel Olivas, Solomon
Brown, Malcolm Miller, Joyc~
Costello, Marion Cottrell,
Han:Ulton Rogers and Frank Biro.
Also, C. Vern Elliott, Ed
Murphy, Kenneth Connell, George
Jelson, Donald Heavner, James
Mulholland, James Martinez,
Duane McCauley and Joe Green,

Independents, PCBG Exarnined

Finances a Question Jn City Race
(Editor's Note: This is the
fourth of a series of articles
dealing with the candidates in the
City Commission race.)
By DON BURGE
Most or the candidates in the
City Commission election set for
Oc:t. 5 have stated the city's
financial status, at least in the
short run, is the paramount
problem that will face the new
Comtnission.
And five of the six candidates
discussed in this article agree with
that assessment.
Independent candidates Nanc:y
Koch (two-year term) and Carlo
Flumiani (four-year term) and the
People's Committee for Better
Government slate of Herbert
Hughes, Darryl Harrel {both
four-year terms) and Alex Abeyta
(two·year term) all agree,
however 1 that there is "no one
way" to cure the city's financial
ills.
Evaluate Wilson
Another indepertdent, Donald
Heavner Sr. (four·year term),
while saying fifiances "are
certainly of great importance/'
says the major problem the
Commission will face is to
"establish some resportsibility on ·
the part of tKe c:ity's officials and
try to build some respect for city
government among th~ residents.
There is very little respect
l:low.''

• Each of these six candidates say
they would "have to evaluate the
performance" of City Manager
Richard Wilson before they took
any final action to retain or fire
him.
"No one kn'>WS who has been
making dedsions and whose fault
the problems we have really
belong to or if Wilson is just being
used as a scapegoat," Hughes said.
Beyond solving the immediate
financial problem Koch says it is
essential that the City
Commission set some "long range
priorities for our goals. We are
now paying for the current and
past lack of planning and unless
we still want to be paying 20
years from now we have to decide
now what we want.''
City Lottery
Koch also criticized the curret1t
'·'method of having the City
Commission act as a jury to
decide constant zone changes
instead of having them do what is
essential in the way of long range
planning. At present the Planning
Commission can't plan because
they have to handle daily zone
changes and no one really knows
what will be re·zoned what
tomorrow.
•
uu we had a long-rat1ge plan ·
these constant changes wouldn't
be necessary afid we would know
exactly what the impact on the
environment would be. In this
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way we could also release the City
Commissioners to do their job in
improving community relations,
studying the crime problem, work
on tourism 1 etc. n
One of the more novel plans for
city financing has been offered by
Flumiani who advocates a lottery
for the city. The lottery, he sayst
won't solve all the city's financial
problems but everything it brings
in would be "above and beyot1d"
traditional tax resources.
Coupled with his lottery plan
Flum.iani also believes the city
should establish a corporation to
attract industry to the city and to
ccdevise and provide for the
management of a major attraction
with national and international
interests for the city.'' The city
should own a major part of the
stock of such a corporatiort, he
adds.
Tax Pornography
Flumiani also says the city
should place an incrMsed tax on
"all of the pornogntphic houses
along Central Ave, and drive them
out of business. The city's crime
problem is of such a great
magnitude now thac we don't
need this kind of business to add

to

it.~·

Heavner disagrees that fit1ances
are a major problem. "If the
Cou11ty Commission would let the
city tax the businesses at a fair
(Please turn to page 5) ·

Sen. Johtt Eastham

Photo by Chuck !<'ell

Senator Eastham Defines
GOP as 'Party of Youth'
New Mexico St~te Senate
Easthllm, we've got to support
Minority Leader John P. Eastham whoever we nominate whether we
(R·Bem.) attracted an audience of
like them personally or not."
about 10 (illcluding a Lobo
Young Lawyer
reporter and two of Eastham's
"1 am working with Bob
associates) when he spoke at the
Poole. He is a young successful
College Republican's Club
lawyer with progressive thoughts
meeting Tuesday night.
but financial responsibility.''
Eastham defined the Ponte is a Republican ward
Republican Party as the uparty of chairman ill Eastham's senatorial
youth.'' "We're trying to ren'lake district. Eastham continued, "1
the image of the party and get don •t think they (Independent
young people with us. We New Mexico Party) are going to
obviously need help on college make too much of a det1t." He
campuses. We're looking to youth fee Is people who like the
for help in convincing their own Independet1t Party will
age group to come try our water nevertheless go to one of the big
because it's just about the right parties irt rear of wasting their
temperature. u
vote for someone who won't get
"Those of us who hold offices in anyway.
can find out what people think
Eastham does not have a high
only by listening to people; opinion of Democrats. Since
Republicarts in this state have a we've had a Republican legislature
receptive ear. We try to do the since 1929, any lack can be aid to
right thing even though it might some degree to the .Democrats,"
not be the wisest political move. 11 he said.
Young Voters
Reapportionment
"Whrtt can we do in the next
'l1 ht'l Senator said the
session to get young Vbters on our "Republican plafi for
side?" Eastham asked his reapportionment is not to
assembly. When ecology was produce mO're Democrats ot
mentiorted 1 he responded, "There Republicans but to do the "right''
are a bunch of us that do care and thing. The Republican plan is
will work tor it." Incidentally, "I based upon actual census
introduced a bill for legalizing statistics. Thll Demol!ratic scheme
marijuana.,
was to count "the number or voters
Enstham does not agree that for governor itt each precinct and
college students are generally too use a multiplier to estimate the
reckless.
county population. Eastham cited
How bad is the split betw~en McKintey County as an example
conset\lative and liberal of this. In that county, there are
Republicans? ''I don't think two Senate seats; one in Gallup
there's afiy deep underlyihg and the other in the rest of the
animosity here~ answered ¢ounty.
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Slow Start for Standards:
Future Actions .Pondered
Vimdalism on campus and students, however, the ·faculty
academic dishonesty were handbook seems to contradict
discussed at the Student itself in places as to the power of
Standards Committee meeting the committee,
Monday night in the Union.
In one section the handbook
The meeting opened with states that the committee has the
di:;cussion of vandalism on power to overturn a faculty
campus and the responsibility of decision about a grade. Another
the Standards Committee to the section says the committee has no
problem. The Union Board asked power to change a faculty
that the $tandards committee set decision.
up a schedule of fines for students
Academic Dishonesty
caught deliberately destroying or
To clarify this question it was
.:;tcoling m~~.1 property.
moved that the Policy Committoe
This standard would simply be review the jurisdiction to the
an extension of an already Student Standards Committee in
existing law which gave the matters of academic dishonesty,
committee power to prosecute
It was also recognized that an
students.
academic dishonesty problem
It was motioned that the law arose from a clause calling for
school and UNM lawyers be action to be taken within 30 days
contacted to give legal advice as to of faculty action, such as failing a
how much the fines should be.
student because of cheating.
Law School
The problem llrises at the end
It was noted that the Standards of spring semesters. A student
Committee did not have anyone may be charged, and failed during
from the law school to advise the final week of exams. The
them. A motion was made to Student Standards Committee
oontact the school to see if a hold:, its last meeting before
faculty member could be pr¢sent ·closed week. With no meeting
at all ·meetings.the committee's as planned before the Fall semester
either a member or advisor.
there is no way for a student to
The problem of academic appeal within 30 days.
dishonesty was the second topic
This problem was also sent to
of the meeting. The committee is the Policy Committee for
supposed to review all appeals by clarification and possible revision.

editorial

ComTn~ Breakdown
-For the second consecutive week, Cecil Glines, chairman
of the ASUNM Statistics and Research Committee, had to
plead with Senators to submit questions on student opinion
to be placed on an upcoming poll.
.n..one senator remarked this was a good way to get student
opinion as "he didn't have time" to visit every student group
on campus. N,o one argued he might find time to visit a few.
-What should be common knowledge, standing committee
meetings, held in the same time, in the same place, every
week, have to be carefully and clearly enunciated .every
meeting, so all the senators with large accumulations of wax
in their ears can get the message.
These problems are particularly improper to Senate in light
of the following statements, made in campaign statements by
current senators:
"Increase communications on a man-to-man basis if
necessary, and through as many means as possible."
' · ''For those students that are unable to contact me
personally, I will see that a stack of self - addressed, stamped
postcards will be available in the ASUNM office, at all times
so your suggestions and opinions will be called to my
attention."
''An open hot line to the Senate office should be
established to promote maximum communication between
elected representatives and the students of UNM."
"I am running for Senate ... to help increase
communications between the Senate and the student body."
Senators have some se:J;ious re-examination to do of their
committment to the office they hold, and the promises ~hey
made to get elected.

"Take it off!

Tak~

Economic Expansion Topic
Of 1971 Black Exposition

tt ali Off/! •

commentary

Prison Conditions. Management Explored
By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK
WASIDNGTON (UPI)- When
prisoners start asking to be locked
in their cells, when movie
att<:ndancl;l drops without reason,
when inmate canteens sell out of
things to eat, when a noisy prison
suddenly falls qmet ... look out
for a riot!
That is advice from the
American Correctional
Association, the organization of
prison professionals. Probably
more than anyorte else corrections
men would like to avoid
disturbances, but they know from
experience .no prison is riot-proof.
Lock up any man and he may
fight back.
The association says prison
officials and workers "can reduce
but not eliminate" the possibility
of riots. It has produced a
hartdbook that recommends steps
to cut down the chances of riots
and to quell them when they
happen,
Management
The association lists "inept
management" as first among a
long list of specific causes for
prison riots. Farther down are
such causes more frequently given
for riots as "inadequate facilities,"
lack of "constructive, meaningful
activity" for inmates, inadequate
funds to operate a good prison
and inequities in the criminal
justice system.
Its point is that most prisons
have some or these problems and
more, but the administrators of all
call blunt their impact with
irttelligent use or what resources
they have,
· For example, the association
concedes many prisons are
decrepit, crowded and
psychologically dehumanized, But
even with a limited budget, it
says, prison officials can paint
drab cells and corridors to "bring
the relief of color, and the more
important relief of change istelf,
into the confining monotony of
the individual inmate's life,"
Full Explanations
But it placell top priority on
communication- in£ormation,
oplnlons and suggestions moving
in both direction~~ between
inmate.& and pl'ison lltaff, from
guards to the warden. It says
prison officials absolutely must
know what prisoners are thinking
and teeliug to avoid trouble, and
prisoners rnust be given full
Page2

explanations of official policy for
management of the institution.
Warden Harold Cardwell of the
Ohio State Penitentiary expressed
the same point after Attica: "The
key, in my opinion, to keeping
the peace is treating the men in a
mature manner instead of treating
them like kindergarten kids."
Next to keeping lines of
communication open, the
association gives priority to
"sensitivity to signs of tension" a list of danger signals that every
experienced prison official should
know for his own institution.
Sealed Letters
The report calls for "prompt
and positive handling on inmates'
complaints and grievances,'' and
says "a form 'no'" can be just as
effective in reducing tensions as
an affirmative answer if the
convict feels he has had a fair
hearing. It gives qualified approval
to the practice of some prisons
permitting inmates to write sealed
letters to top corrections officials
or the governor.
Attention to food, clothing,
sanitation and medical <:arc are
basic, along with guard and staff
training. It emphasizes that prison
employes. today must understand
racial, cultural and even political
differences in {)rder to deal
effectively with inmates.
It makes clear that some
inmates would rather have trouble
than better conditions in prison
and notes that separating agitators
from other prisoners or sending
them to another institution has
helped. But it did not deal with
the possibility that men bent on
trouble will simply make their
effort at their new prison, as some
Auburn Prison inmates reportedly
did when moved to Attica.
Plan Needed
The prison warden who follows
all of the association's suggestions
to prevent riots needs one more
thing - a plan to handle riots.
The assocication separates
differing disturbances: the
spontaneous incident involving
one or a few inmates, when crowd
di.aperaal is most important; the
pre~planned nonviolent
demonstratiort, when officials
might be playing into ringlellders1
hands by using force; the full-scale
riot, threatening life and property,
which "must be suppressed as
quickly as possible."
Riot control should involve

only prison personnel "unless the
situation is so totally out of
control that pollee or national
guard must be involved," the
association says, The plan should
provide for such items as helmets,
clubs, walkie- talkies, shotguns,
teargas, emergency keys, portable
lights, ladders, ropes, cutting
torches and wrecking bars. And
they should be kept in an armory
outside the prison,
Negotiations
Next, the two most sensitive
points arising from the Attica
disaster - hostages and
negotiations.
On negotiating with rebelling
inmates, the association says the
theoretical policy should be "no!"
but when hostages are involved it
can be best to let an "appropriate
official" talk with prisoners.
Fred Wilkinson, the Missouri
rorrections director, says "You do
not talk to self-appointed
committees of ringleaders" and
"You listen to complaints only
after order has been restored."
Corrections Chief
The association says a state
corrections chief, like New York's
Russell Oswald, may properly
conduct talks with revolting
inmates, but it says demands to
negotiate with the governor
"some well known news
commentator" should be refused
"bluntly."
At Attica, a public committee
of observers acceptable to the
inmates was called in to attempt
to mediate, but demands for the
presence of Gov. Nelson A.
Rockefeller were rejected. Both of
these actions have been Cl'iti<:ized,
obviously from different quarters.
As for attempting to end a riot
when hostages are threatened,
Ohio's Warden Cardwell says he
has simply made it known that he
talks to no prisoners if they are
holding hostages. The association
is less firm: ''To say the
emergency force should move in
with gas and gunfire, irresp4)ctive
of .risk (to hostages), would be
foolhardy unless the risk to the
public and other innocent persons
was so great and so imminent as
to demllnd it!'
'Worsens Situation'
Another dispute at Attica is
whether the negotiations were
ended too sool'l i1:1 favor of force.
Rep. Claude Pepper, (D•Fia.),

chairman {)f the House Crime
Committee, said after a post· riot
visit to Attica that "the inmates
indicated they were very near to
agreement." But Wilkinson, for
one, holds to the theory that
when hostages are being held
"delay only worsens that
situation."
In some past riots, negotiations
have worked. In the big 1952
Jackson, Mich., uprisin.g,
negotiations were approved by the
governor and the revolt was ended
after four days without harm to

I

hostages. Ail for governors rushing
to riot - torn prisons, last
February Gov. Marvin Mandel
appeared at a Maryland prison
where two guards were being held.
The hostages were released.
But there is no sure way to
control a prison riot without
danger of bloodshed once it has
started. The real goal has to be
prevention, and unless the
overwhelming opinion of experts
in the field is totally wrong, that
calls for full scale reto·rm o£ the
entire prison system.

letters . '
Byrd's Image

City Police Chief Donald Byrd
somehow managed. to make
himself look "good" in the article
by Lois Bruton Wednesday. One
serious objection to his projected
image was overlooked, however.
The honorable Byrd noted (in a
Tuesday Tribune article) that
most parts of the vagrancy law
had been ruled unconstitutional;
that hitchhiking, sleeping, et al
were legal here, and that;
ordinances needed rewriting.
Yet the Byrd said these things
should be made illegal again (for
the person's own good; haven't
heard him asking for a law for his
own good)! Does our PC think
himself better than the courts,
more knowledgeable than the
judges? Where is the Byrd's Lld or
Juris Doctorate?
If he wants to make and change
law, why isn't he a legislator, a
commissioner or a judge?
John Miloglav

I

.

The Lobo tells students what's
happening on and around campus,
but also what people think about
what is happenlng. So, for your
information the following are The
Lobo's letters to the editor and
Bema policies:

CHICAGO (UPI)- The Rev.
Jesse Jackson, director of
Operation Breadbasket, called
w~d nesday for a "feeder
relationship" between established
businesses and small, minority owned firms to assure economic
expansion.
Speaking at a businessmen's
breakfast that kicked off the third
annual black Expo, Jackson also
said economic planning for the
70's requires a "new philosophical
base and a new set of ethical
standards" based on the principle
"what's good for the community
is good for business."
The fi ve·dny exposition,
expected to attract 750,000
persons and featuring about 500
business exhibitors, rnost of Lhem
by black businesses, is spofl!lored
by Operation Breadbasket, the
economic arm of the Southern
Cbristiart Leadership Conference.
Access
"If the minority • owned
businesses here in Chicago can
have access to the resources of the
larger business community, in a
kind of 'feeder relationship,' their
growth and expansion would be
assured for years to come,''
Jackson said.
"At the heart of this feeder
relationship must be a policy of
compensatory treatment which,
by definition, means one that

...
rn

aims to make up for years of
racist discrimination and to offset
the negative results of traditional
racist practi<:es."
Jackson cited an example of
Parker House Sausage, a
black-owned business with 33
prodUcts and 127 employes that. is
a "feeder" to 23 other compames
by placing orders with them for
supplies and services.
Public Corporations
He c::.lkd fc>: g!::mt, pttblic
corporations as well as city and
state governments to enter into
such a feeder relationship with
smaller firms, "stimulating the
growth· of minority- owned
businesses."
Jackson said a new standard of
morality mu~t be defined by "the
hard economic facts of life and
what a particular corporation is
doing to help fulfill solid
economic objectives that the
black community projects."
He said, "Enlightened business
leaders, to be relevant in the 70s,
must proceed from a
philosophical base centered in the
ide a: what's good .for the
community is good for business."
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Senate Elections

Petitions to run for the
ASUNl\.1 Senate can be picked up
in the ASUNM offices between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. starting Oct. 4.

Bernas •••
Bernas are unsolicited, signed
guest editorials Which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial
policy o£ The Lobo, orthe policy
of ASUNM, GSA or l,JNM. Bernas
may be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor,
plaase include address and
telephone number with the Berna.
Both letters to the editor or
Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM,
delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or
deposited in the Lobo Suggestion
Box inside the east door of the
Union.

RAMBLIN BOOT
5011 Menaol NE
255·1950

open 9·6 daily
Sansui AM-FM Stereo Receiver

9-SSat.

Model 3SOA with walnut case

PE-2010 Automatic Record Changer
With Base, dust eover, a~d magnetic corttidge

• HANDMADE WESTERN
BOOTS

Pioneer Stereo Speakers CS-44
Was $420

Frye

Special Price $379.00

•

Nocoma

•

Cowtown

Dan Post

lobo Staff •••
Bob HladY edits moot everything, aided and ab<!tted bys Ja.ttet !Jiootn, David
Bl'ands, Carolyn B11bb, Lol~ Bruton, Tim CaUahatl, Steve Claiborne, Satt1 DuBobt,
Mark Evanoff, Butfy Fairchild, Sandy McCraw, Sandy Miller, Chris Miller, Rllndy
Sitton,. Kathl P.~ek, Ducbes& Smith, Leslie Waddy, Paula. Holland, S~~~&n

101 Cor11ell SE
Near UNM

Land~n, Lee~·

CoUaboratlog pbotographet'11 art!: Chuek FeU, Tony Loudnbough, Jiin

a...tnn

5003 Me11aul Nf

Kathl Schroeder takes care of technital things, abetted lll' Jort Di~m~nes,
Debbie Drittcm, Clark Jel:'hlain, Sue Feit
Charles Andtewo edits arlo l< mdl.a, abetted by Mlcluie! ColVIn, Peter Ratcl,
Tim Hunter
,
Mark Sanchet edits. •P<>dit, ab<!tt.d by Roger Ruvolo, Jim Penoiero, Woll
Aguila~, Br!atl Tafoya, GJ'ei!ory Lallrt!.
Dl<k McDonald overs<'<!S ads; Roy Drown, Jan Erruohaw, Stve Ruuell, bal'ld
Salntar, Danny WeJm~afl, PrisCilla Brown sell them; Pita. McDotlnld, David
Chervick, Rol)ert nabb, Jr. haildk the t""hn!cal tliings
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• LARGE SELECTION
TO CHOOSE FROM

268-4227

Complete Service Department
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Acme

•

Dingo

•

Dan Dino

Durahgo

•

8 Indicted 1n Texas Stock Scandal
2 FDIC Examiners, 6 Officials Charged with. fraud

~JW.tW~UF\Y
~;;:~~!.~1$1

UVWG BATCH Lli·IITEO
2406 CEIHRAL

HOUSTON (UPI)- A federal
grand jury Wednesday indicted
eight men, including former
federal and state bank examiners,
of scheming with Houston
Financier Frank W. Sharp to.
defraud the government in the
growing Texas stock fraud
scandal,
The conspiracy, the
indictments said, was based on a
series of loans made to the bank
examiners by corporations
controlled by Sharp, president of
Sharpstown State Bank and
central figure in the stock scandal.
The indictments charged that
the loans defrauded the "United
States by depriving the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation of
its right to have the bank
examined honestly, fairly nad free
from corruption.'' The grand jury

said Sharp and those indicted
schemed to. protect the bank from
a surprise examination of its
records.
Examiners
The grand jury said the
men-two former FDIC
examiners, two former Texas
banking examiners and four
former officers of the Sharpstown
State Bank- misapplied funds of
the bank, falsified records and
accepted or made about $105,000
in illegal loans to the examiners.
Sharp was granted immunity
hom criminal prosecution in
exchange for his testimony before
state and federal grand juries.
Some politicians charged the
immunity was an effort by the
U.S. Justice Department to
protect Sharp's former legal
counsel, Will Wilson, former Texas

Attorney General and now head
of the Justice Department's
criminal division. Wilson has
denied any of his actions were
illegal.
Stock Scandal
The U, S. Securities and
Exchange Commission first
uncovered the stock scandal last
January by filing a civil suit in
Dallas charging that Sha~;p and 27
other persons and corporations
illegally manipulated the price of
unregistered stock, Then, the SEC
said, profits from the stock were
made available to high pubUc
officials in Texas in exchange for
favorable action on two banking
bills which would have eliminated
federal supervision of Sha~;p's
bank.
A county grand jury in Austin,
Tex., last Thursday indicted Texas
House Speaker Gus" E. Mutscher,
Rep. Tommy Shannon, D·Fort
Worth, and a Mutscher aide on
charges of conspiracy to accept a
bribe from Sharp. John Osorio,
former state insurance
commissioner, was indicted for
making a false statement to the
banking board while he was
president of National Bankers Life
Insurance Corp., the firm whose
stock was illegally sold and
'manipulated.

Indicted
Indicted Wednes<lny in Houston
were Ted Bristol and John T,
Knight, former FDIC examiners;
John B. Hooper and Welton
Adler, former state examiner's;
Douglas N. Lane, Herman Nelms
and Carl Lundquist, all forme~
vice presidents of the Sharpstown
Bank, and Charles L. Henke, a
Houston real estate investor.
U.S. District Judge Woodrow
Se&ls issued bench warrants for
the eight men and set $5QOO
bonds for each.
Each of the four indictments
said the loans were made with
inadequate collateral, with ialse
signatures and false bank Ledger
entries, reports and records .
''In return for these loans and
other gratuities, Lane and Nelms
would be notified in advance
when the bank was to be
examined," one indictment said.
Knight and Adler were accused of
giving the bank advance notice of
an impending examination.
The maximum penalty upon
conviction for conspiracy is five
years in prison and a $10,000
fine. Misapplication of funds, false
entry of bank statements and
making an illegal loan to a bank
examiner each carry five-year
prison sentences and $5000 fines
upon conviction.
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JEWELERS

Downtown-318 centralS\""
Five Points Shopping Center
Winrod1.
... student accoums invited

Bernard Spolsky, Director of
Linguistics and Language
Pedagogy at UNM, is currently
conducting research in Israel with
the support of a grant from the
Guggenhein Foundation.

Fulbright Fellow

Most awards cover full living
expenses plus international travel.
Beside the Fulbrights, included
are the Marshall Scholarships for
study .in Great . Britain, Foreign
Area Fellowships which are
primarily for dissertation research,
Rhodes Scholarships, and others.
Information and counseling for
all these awards is offe~ed at the
International Office, 1717 Rorna,
N.E.

S. A. Teacher
A Fulbright lectureship was
awarded to Scott Catlett of the
English Department. He is
teaching American Literature at
the University of the South at
Bahia Blanca, Argentine.
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Charge it!
Smile butt.on free when
you open an account

Fulbright Awards

Those graduating seniors and
graduate students interested in
applying fo~ fellowships for study
abroad during the academic year
1972-1973 must apply at the

Professor Donald Cutter of the
Department of History is teaching
at the Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara, Mexico, on a
Fulbright fellowship.

It takes up only a few inches on your night table,
yet has an over-sized dock, instant sound, AM coverage,
direct drum tuning, and awakens you to music.
You get all that from General Electric without losing
any sleep over the price.
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Professor James Thorson, of
the English Department, has
accepted a Fulbright lectureship
at the University of Skopje in
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Send or bring petitions to John Howarth, D1rector, U.S.P., the Honors

~

~enter, UNM.

;

A course will have a better chance of being offered if you have a commitment from an instructor willing to teach the course if it is chosen.
Petitioners should secure from the U.S.P. office a copy of the guidelines
for selection of U.S.P. courses before trying to solicit student signatures or a
commitment from an instructor.
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U.S.P. courses, student-initiated or otherwise, are· not "Honors courses
but are open to any full~time undergraduate student in good standing.
These courses are all for one hour of credit, are taught by regular University
staff members. Grading is on a modified Pass-Fail bosis: A, CR (Credit), NC
(No credit). Grade of CR or NC is not computed in grade~point average.
Grade of A is computed.
The full list of U.S.P. courses ond how to enroll in them will be announced
in a few weeks.
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displayed at the UNM art museum
Oct. 4 ·31, daily from 10·5.
Hopper, well-known

others. An opening reception will
be held by the Friends of Art,
Oct. 11 rrom 8-10 p.m.

Goddard Alumni
Roswell Goddard Alumni are
invited to a dutch treat reception
following the Goddard
Homecoming game, Oct. 1, in the
Rio Grande Room of the Roswell
Inn, Roswell.

L'lt!lmational Office no !awr than
Oct. 15.

l City Race Question ... i
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'Dark: Shadow of Surveillance' Critjcized

· (Continued from prJge 1)

WASIDNGTON (UPI) - CBS
Reid said the "press today is Stanton said, are a "particularly
President Frank Stanton testified under the mo::;t serious attack insidious threat to the ability of
Wednesday that legislation is · upon it in our history," both from newsmen to carry out their
needed to protect newsmen from heavy official criticism and responsibilities effectively." He
"the dark shadow of surveillance" specific legal actions.
said CBS and NBC personnel were
by government using its subpoena
He also said the most dangerous haniled 121 such summons in the
powers to try to reveal a threat was the "fetish for :;ecrecy past 30 months.
reporter's notes or confidential on the part of tho11e in high ; "Not only is the burden of
places" and their attempts to compliance with such subpoenas
sources,
Rep. Ogden Reid, (R-N.Y.), prevent publication or braoQ.cast e"tr~me and in itself punitive; but
former president of the defunct of vital information.
compelling journalists to reveal
"New Yor;k. Herald Tribune,
their sources or nonpublished
" urged o u t I a win g co u r t
Full Facts
materials such as notes, films,
injunctions against publication of
"I can't believe the (Vietnam) tapes has a chilling effect on and
news, "thereby removing prior ii1Volvement would have been so obviously seriously impedes thei,r
restraint from the reach of the deep had the full facts been given future access to such .sources,"
executive.''
to the American people , •.
Stanton .said.
Both testified at "freedom of
"There was clearly an attempt
Stanton also criticized the
press" hearings held by Sen, Sam by some subordinates- and I 'Federal Communications
J. Ervin, (D·N.C. ), chairman of a don't know how high it went- to Commission for a "minute
Senate judiciary t>ubcommittee on . deliberately deceive and disguise application" of the Fairness
constitutional rights, who has actions that were major Doctrine. He said the FCC has
proposed no specific legislation, escalations,"
gone to. the "ridiculous extreme"
Freedom
Besides legislation that would of counting the lines of copy aired
Ervin said he thought Stanton prevent a repetition of last on both sides of an issue to
had "struck a great blow fol." summer's court restrictions on determine if it has been fairly
freedom of the press" by his publication of the Pentagon presented.
·
refusal to comply with a House papers, Reid joined Stanton in
commerce subcommittee's urging a law to bar the
subpoena for unused film from government from forcing
Unique Jewelry
the CBS documentary, "The newsmen to turn over their notes
For the UniquQ Occasion
Selling of the Pentagon." The or reveal their confidential
House refused to vote on the sources.
panel's request for a contempt
Bands and Rings in
Insidious
citation against Stanton and the
Gold, Silver and Stones
Government subpoenas,
network.

comm1ss1ons of the citizens
rate we would gain better than $:1 designed along their age groups,
million each year which would teen-age, senior citizen, etc., so
more than pay for salary i.ncreases ·the commission can get some
feedback on what those groups
and hiring additional people.''
Heavner also see!) the city's need. I doubt that anybody at
crime problem as "not one of city hall can tell trs the need:> of
increased salaries but one of those groups at the present time.''
He adds that such groups are
getting. more peoplli! and then
letting (Police Chief Donald) Byrd particularly important at the
run bis department the way he "teen-age and senior citizen
levels" since those two groups
wants,
"After all he is the professional "have been grossly neglected by
Wli! hired to do the job and the the city" in the. past.
Like Koch, the PCBG
city officials shouldn't interfere
with him unless he isn't getting candidates have also called for
thli! job done." (Heavner was long range planning for the city
criticizing Wilson for over ruling and add that it is essential
Byrd earlier this year when Byrd "hearings he held in the
tried to fire one police officer but appropriate part of the city to
make sure all citizens of that area
W~lson reinstattd him.)
understand the ramifications of
Low End
All three of the PCBG zoning changes and the city's
candidates agree that the cit.y master plan.','
(Friday: Independents Max
commissioners ''must become
lullbyisls anu make sure the state Carmona, Kenneth Connell, James
is providing the cityits fair share Martinez, Frank Biro, Jerome
Greenblatt and Malcolm Miller.)
of revenues.
Hughes says the city doesn't
Nuclear Power
"have any real local fee sources
A six-speaker discussion of the
we can turn to until at least after
the current wage and price freeze use of nuclear energy for domestic
is over. But even after that has power will be presented by the
expired we have to get involved in UNM .• student Chapter of the
the legislative process and see if American Nuclear Society at 8
we can't get Albuquerque off the p.m. Oct. 1 in the Union
low end of the scale" where the Ballroom.
Featuring three speakers for
legislature gives the city whatever
and
three opposed, the discussion
is left after "thev have l{iven all
the other city appropriations is free and open to all interested
persons. The experts in the
out."
The PCBG candidates also nuclear power field will also
agree, in Abeyta's words, that city answer questions from the
•
hall needs to be shaken up from audience.
top to bottom. We need a method
Picnic
for the commissioners to
The UNM Indo-American
communiate with the departments
without either side having to cut Association will sponsor a picnic
through the bureaucratic red tape at Fenton Lake in the Jemez
Mountains Oct. 2. All students are
w~ luL h,; tu ~u tliJ.v 'U~li i&VW.
"If even the commissioners invited. Meet at the Union at 9
can't get through to the a.m. for rides.
departments how can we expect
the average citizen to get
Angel Flight
&atisfaction on hi~ pwblem?"
All girls interested in joining
Abeyta asks.
Angel Flight, the sister
Age Groups
Harrell adds that another major organization to Air Force ROTC,
problem the commission will face are invited to a rush picnic at the
is the need to "establish AFROTC unit Oct. 3 at 1 p.m.

Business Interviews
The Placement Center, 1910
Roma N.E., announces John
Mitchell of Southern Methodist
University School of Business
Administration, Dallas, Texas will
conduct interviews at their office
on Oct.. 6 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Mitchell wants to speak to
students interested in attending
their graduate school.
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The N.,. Mexico Lobo Ia published
daUv <?VerY regular week of the Unl~
verslty year by the Board of Student
Ptlblieations of the Associated Students
oC the Univentlty of New Mexieo, and ill
not Jinandally a!Soclated with UNM.
Seoond clas!J pootage paid at Albu(Joerqo"" New Mexico, 87106. Sobecription
rate is $7 for the academic year.
The opinions expr.,..ed on the editorial pagf!S of The Lobo are those of
the author solely, Unsigned opinion ;,
that Of the editorial board or The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily reprmenta the views
of th~ Associated Students or the UniversitY of New Me:xioo.

SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students
Br_andeis University /The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Study centered in Jerusalem/February-June, 1972
Limited to 30 ~tudents
Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.
Four courses /History, Literature, Archaeology, Bible
Earn 16 credits
Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred
Cost:. $2000 fTuition, room, board, round-trip travel
Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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11 a.m.-3 a.m.

-~ Sandwich Shop lloi~Witl"~m.
E£?.7.2'!. ....... ···~· ' --~· .......o...........

by Tom W. Thomason

At The
Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N.W.

Saturday October 2

Old Town

8:00-6:00

GRAND OPENING
Register For

FREE PRIZES
1
1
3
12
6
3

Miniature Cassette-Corder-Sony.
Pair Model #1 Speaker Systems-Jensen
Each Phono Cartridges-Pickering
Stereo Headphones-Sharpe & RMS
1800 Ft. Blank Tape-Memorex ·
Disc Preeners-Watts

Drawing at 6:00

Need Not Be Present T0 Win

Stereo Specials
#4

New Mexico Lobo
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102,277-4202

CBS's Stantqn Says Protection N eecled for Newsmen

OVER 10,000 PAIRS

of

PANTS AND JEANS
Sizes 2 to 42

LEVI'S-MALE-LEE
CAMPUS-McGREGOR
Denims-Stripes-Plaids
Solids--Patterns-Cords
and

·KN ITS-I<N ITS-I<N ITS

Standard AM-FM
Stereo Receiver 207U
30 Watts (IHF) ...... $129.95
Jensen Model 2
Speaker System ..... $ 96.00
Garrard Auto
Changer 40B ....... $ 44.50
Base & Cover ...... $ 11.00
Shure 55E
Cartridge ......... $ 29.95
List .... $31L4o
Special Price .... $259.95

Kenwood Model 5150
AM-FM Stereo Receivers
110Wa1ts (IHF) ..... $319.95
Miracord 630U
Auto Changer ...... $129.95
Base & Cover ...... $ 10. 90
ShureM93E
Cartridge ......... $ 39.95
Altec Lansing 886A
Speaker Systems .... $319.90
List . . . . $~82-6~65
Special Price .... $649.95
Kenwood 5150 Only .$319.95

Other One Day Specials Throughout The Store
For Sound That Sounds like it SHOULD Sound

7611 Menaul N.E.

296-6978

"OPEN MON. THRU FRI.
1
TIL 9:00"

1flul!e!ue & (Ja4«at 1fleM
WINROCK CENTER
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Sample Book Bites

Further Readings On NFL F ootballi
"CONFESSIONS OF A DIRTY
BALLPLAYER"- Johnny
Sample (Dell I $1.25)
Controvery surrounded Johnny
Sample throughout his 12 year
NFL career, so it is only natural
that the book he decided to write
is highly controversial.
"Confessions of a Dirty
Ballplayer" is to football what
Bouton's ('Ball Four" is to
baseball.
Troublemaker
Sample was tagged a
troublemaker even before he
played his first professional
football game with the Baltimore
Colts. Otto Graham, who became
Sample's rio. 1 enemy, coached

(@uartrrn
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.

905 Yale SE

the '58 College All·Stars against
the NFL champions of the year
before. Sample was on the
All-Star team, being the first
player from an all-black college
(Maryland State) to be selected in
Lhe history of the All·Star game,
Graham wanted Sample to play
offense, but Johnny had
instructions from Weeb Ewban~
(the Colt coach) to only play
defense. Sample obeyed his coach
and an angered Graham had
Sample sitting on the bench
during the game. Furthermore, he
sent a letter to Ewbank saying
Sample was a troublemaker, who
wouldn't last long in the game
because he didn't ,.;ant to do
things for the good of the team.
Graham was partly wrong and
partly right in his assessment of
Sample. Johnny did last long,
playing 12 years in the NFL as an
excellent cornerback, However, as
far as being a Lruublemaker, even
Sample admits in his book that
he was one - at least by the
standards of Pete Rozelle and the
football establishment. Sample
wasn't a player who gave his team
credit for his own performance.
Sample wasn't a player who
would sit back with his mouth
closed. He stood up for what he
believed was right, no matter

PRO BASKETBALL
See Ex Lobos Willie Long and
Ira Harge with the

what, This made him a bigmouthed troublemaker,
$100 FiM
Money was the source of many
of Sample's problems during his
career with the Colts ('58, 59),
Pittsburgh Steelers ('61, 62),
Washington Redsldns ('63·65 ),
and New York Jets ('66-68). No
matter which club he was on,
Sample had contract or other
money problems, He reveals the
inside story on his negotiations
with the front office of the
various clubs, Baltimore traded
blm L;;oc,; u,;e Sample refused to
pay a $100 fine that he felt he did
not deserve. Contract talks with
Pittsburgh were more like all out·
warfare. After a successful '61
season, Sample wanted an $8000
raise. Coach Buddy Parker of the
Steelers is quoted Sample as
saying, "I know you had a great
year, Sample. But black athletes
just don't deserve that kind of
money and I won't pay it."
Too Much$$
Otto Graham became coach in
Washington in '65 and he
immediately told Sample he was
making too much money for a
defensive back. Sample retorted
that Graham was making too
much as a coach This ended
Sample's stay with the Redskins
and in the NFL. Sample wanted
to play for some team, but he
explains how the NFL blackballed
him. (No team would pick him up
despite the fact he was an
excellent player.) Sample says the
.reason for the blackballing was
because of his constant contract

Floridians vs
The Denver Rockets

FUN

OKIE'S

at

lOc BEER

UNM Arena

Ev.ry Tue. 5-6 PM

Sunday, Oct. 3rd-8:00 p.m.

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

Tickets at; All· Events (Fox·Winrock theater bldg.)
Rhodes (Coronado), Cooks (Downtown and Winrock),
Barcelona lumber (Rio Bravo, SW)
UNM Arena Box Office (1 :30-4:00 p.m.}
4.50-3.50-1.50

BELLAS HESS

Central al Universily

,JFUN ..

A·-•·•'"•~-".,.
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DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
WHERE QUALITY COUNTS!

FUN
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Combtnes Sansw 200 40-watt AMI
FM recmver. Garrard 40B auto,
matte turntable w•th B-1 base.
Shure 930 magnettc cartndge.
and Royal 1 speaker system

Sansui 200 AM/FM receiver • • . 149.95
Royal 1
speaker system .... 39.90
Garrard 408 turntable ...... , . . 44.50
Garrard B·l base ....... •. . . . . • • . 5.50
Shure 930 cartridge ....•..•••• 29.95

Bellas Hess

$

City Commission

Lear said the vapor generator,
STATELINE, Nev. (UPI)- and I don't believe it is a practical
Industrialist William P. Lear said one," .he said. He stressed the the blower and water pump for
Wednesday his engineers have announcement came from the his car had been designed by his
cleared the final hurdle in the gov()rnment and not from Ford. own men. He said other engineers
Lear told the group he has designed the turbine, and the
design of an automobile steam
engine and the product should be spent $10 million of his own condenser was produced through
money in four years to develop the cooperation of General
completed soon.
"I think I can safely say we will his vapor - generator engine at his Moto..:,rs:::·-------come up with the final product Reno plant. He said his steam Drama
before the end of this year," he • j!owered car would reach 60 miles
The U. of A. drama dept.
told the Pacific North- South an hour in 17 seconds and have a presents "USA", a musical
Dealer Association of the tqp speed of around 90 mph, He preview based on the novel by
Caterpillar Tractor Corp.
· said he expects a federal John Dos .Passos and directed by
Lear said the final design of the limitation on speed within three Jim Morly. It will play Sept~ 30,
combustor was .completed or four years, and his speed through Oct. 5. Curtain time is 8
Tuesday and it will have an figures would be "well within the p.m. Call 243·9461 for
emission level "substantially limit."
reservation::;.
lower" than the requirements of
Spurs
Spurs dues are to be in by Oct. the Federal Clean Air Act.
He discounted as not new and
1. There will be a meeting Oct. 7,
likely
·not practical" a reported
1971 at 7 p.m. in the Union. This
steam-powered vehicle developed
meeting is mandatory,
If you cannot attend, contact in New Jersey. He also said he did
There are so many deilcious reasons
Nancy Crow at 243-4150. not believe in the low-emission
for eating at
Disciplinary action will be taken if internal combustion engine which
the federal government said had
you do not attend.
besides being easy on· your budget.
been developed by Ford Motor
Co,
"It is not a new development

McDonald·s.

Legal Manual

'I

I'

with Fred J. Hamilton and Sonny Schwartz
Foreword by
--~

''""~···L

JoeNamath

trouble. He was supposedly
setting a bad example for the
young black play('rS by
demanding what he deserved and
by speaking out against the front
offices.
Thus, Sample joined the N.Y.
Jets and his old coach Weeb
Ewbank in an inferior league. The
reason he was playing was to get
revenge on the NFL. He, of
course, got this revenge when the
Jets (AFL) beat the Baltimore
Colts in the Super Bowl. It should
be noted, however, that Sample
remained the center of much
conLroversy in the AFL. He
punched Otto Graham in the nose
before a national TV audience and
he spoke out against
Commissioner Rozelle in the Joe
Namath • Bachelors III affair.
There was some talk that if a back
injury had not forced Sample to
retire in '68, he stood a good
chance of being blackballed from
the AFL as well.

It was not only the football
establishment who was against
Johnny Sample. Many of his
opposing players, in fact, even
some teammates considered him
to be a dirty player. Sample
explains how he believed in all out
contact, even in practice, and how
he intimidated his opponents. He
was happy when opponents called·
him a dirty player because it
meant he was getting to them.
They were becoming intimidated,
and when this happened, there
was no way they could play good
football. Sample's tactics did not
make him a popular player but
they did make him one hell of a
successful cornerback,
Despite the title of his book,
Sample's confession's take a back
seat to his revelations about some
of the behind the scene activities
of his coaches and the front -office
personnel. Sample also spends
(Continued on page 8)
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A new manual designed to.alert
students to legal problems is now
September 30, 1971
available. "The Law Says," a
Power Cells; Union, room 231-A;
44-page booklet, was prepared in noon·1_p.m.
ASUNM Public Relations
layman's language by students in Committee;
Union BaUroom; 12:30·6
the UNM Clinical Law program
P-~lumnl Association; Union, room
and is available at the Clinical Law 140;
4·5 p.m.
ChTiRtinn Rr.ilmce Organization;
Center in the new Bratton Hall,
Union
room 230; 7·10 p.m.
It briefly describes virtually
UNM Geological Society; Northrup
Hall
room
116; 7:30p.m.
every process of law from civil
clrctc K; Union, room 231-B;
suits to auto accidents, marriage 7:30·10
p.m.
Young Americans for Freedom;
and selective service to drugs,
Union, room 25Q-B; 7:30·9:30 p.m.
liquor and renting a house or · Wagon Wheels Square Dance Club;
Jolutson Gym,, room 134; 7·9 p.m.
apartment.

There is a
lime for
jay,

Govt. Orders New Safety
Seatbelt, Crash Standards
WASHINGTON (UPI}-The
government ordered auto
manufacturers Wednesday to
install seat belts on 197 4 cars that
must be locked before the vehicle
will start.
It issued the order in delaying
for two years, to 197 6 models, a
requirement that a driver or
passenger must be able to survive
a front end crash at 30 miles an
hour. This standard most likely
would be met through use of air
bags that would automatically
inflate and envelop passengers in
case of a collision.
Transportation Secretary John
A. Volpe said the so-called passive
restraint systems must be installed
in front and back seat positions
on all cars produced after Aug.
15, 1975, which is the starting
date for the 197 6 model runs.
The air bag is not the only
method capable_ of meeting the
passive restraint system, but
observers agree it is the most
likely to be installed. Automakers
could use heavy interior padding
to meet the standard.
The locking system that Volpe
ordered is designed to force
drivers and passengers to use the
seat belts that have been
Jllandatory on ears since 1968.
Studies show that fewer than
30 per cent of the nation's drivers

use belts although the government
says they are effective in
preventing death and injury in
accidents.
Under the regulation, an
automobile could not be started if
the seat belts were not locked and
a sensing device in the car seat
would show whether the driver or

And for you
the lime is
now.

Intermezzo

4LOCATIONS
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO

-

5324 FOURTH ST., N.W.

CANDELARIA AT EUBANK
2312 CENTRAL S.E. OPPOSITE YALE PARK

were snapped shut. This is
~~~~~~~~y;~~~~~~iiiiii~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i
designed to keep passengers from
locking the belts and pushing
them behind them in the seat.
The regulation requires that if
the belts are unlocked once the
ear is started, a flashing light and
buzzer would be activated until
the driver rebuckled the belts.
The delay itt installing the
passive restraints in the fourth one
granted to the industry, which has
claimed that it needed more time
to perfect the air bag device.
The air bag can be stowed in
the column of the steering wheel
or under the instrument panel or
on the back of the front seat. The
car is bq uipped with a crash
impact sensor which would
automatically inflate the air bag in
about one·four hundredths of a
second after a crash.
The passenger, thrown forward
by the impact of the crash, would
meet the blossoming air bag which
absorbs his impact, pKeventing

1100 San Mateo N.E./265-6931
Shop Mon., Wed., Fri. 'til 9

~~~~/JA_

f.!!.ygf;trhlii
1100 Men's Shop
•

~jury.

WITH ANY GRINDER
ALL DAY LONG

e FREE CAKE AT
THE BIRTHDAY PARTY
7·8 PM

I AM LOOKING FOR A PARTICULAR
TYPE OF PERSON:
ONE WHO WILL WORK,
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
AND HAS THE DESIRE TO
EARN MONEY
Full or Part Time

Comparable Value 269.80

3821 Menaul Blvd. N.E. Albuquerque. N.M ..
Open Monday thru Friday 10 to 9, Saturday 9 to 9. Sunday 10 to 6
use your BELLAS HESS credit, Master Charge, or BankAmericard

Lear Spends $10 Mlll. Developing Vapor Engine

C a n d i d a t e s f o r t he
Albuquerque City Commission
have been invited by the student
governm<Jnt to participate in an
open foJ:um designed to acquaint
UNM students with the aims and
platforms of each. The forum will
Observatory
This Thursday'& open ho11se be held Sept. 30 at 1 p.m. in the
from 8 to 1P p.m. at the UNM south ballroom of the Union.
campus ,observatory will fea~ure .a
Christian Science
look at the moon. AdmissiOn Js
A testimonial meeting of the
free, but'children under 12 should
be accompanied by an adult. Christian Science Organization
Parking is in the physics will be held Sept. 30 at 7 p.m. in
department lot at the corner of the Union, room 230.
Lomas and Yale N.E.

Math and Statistics

e FREE

'

Undergrad Seminars

Anyone interested in starting
an U nd ergrad uate Seminar
Program course has until Oct. 7 to
submit a petition to the program
office in the Honors Center,

Zvi Ziegler of the Technion in
Israel will speak at a UNM
department of mathematics and
statistics colloquium Sept, 30 at
4:30 p.m. in room 139 of the
biology building. Ziegler's
discussion of functions with
strictly decreasing distances from
a sequence o( increasing subspaces
is free and open to all interested
persons.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 30
IS THE GRINDER FACTORY'S
-BIRTHDAY-

quality sound ...
Sansui AM/~M, Garrard
stereo component system

ICAMPUS BRIEFs I

Con-ions
aDI -_-

Steam Engine Car. Clears Hurdle

-·

WIDE WALE
CORDUROY
JEANS
Choose Brown or Golden Tan in
these good looking, rugged jeans
tailored with slightly flared styling
in 100% Cotton Corduroy, by
"Robert".

$15.00

We will share this most &an usual
unique money opportunity .t:

11 l'D HARVARD S.E.
266-3232
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106
OPPOSITE YAlE PARK

Saturday October 2, 10:00 a.m.
Monday October 4, 8:00p.m.

Tumbl~knit Polyesteu

Same styling in 100% Polyesters,
Navy Blue or Brown .•..........

$18.00

lmpetiot Roo:n
NEW MEXICO LOBO

•
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Further Readings On NFL Football
(Continued from page 6)

more time refuting various charges
against him rather than
confessing. Of course he has a
right to do this, but the title is
somewhat misleading.
For people who have followed
football during the past decade,
Sample's book proves most
interesting. For the past 10 years
the sports writers have given their
versions of the controversial
incidents involving Sample, Now,
we can read Johnny Sample's side
of the story. His side of the story
proves most enlightening.
However, Sample goes further
than just telling his story. He also
speaks of the injustices and
prejudices towards Blacks that
still exist in professional football,

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. It ad if! to
run five or more consecutive dayfl with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

Rozelle Hurt Game
Like <~Ball Four" which
shattered many a baseball myth,
Sample'& book puts professional
football in a different light by
bringing out the less attractive
side of the game. San1ple is
probably right in saying that
Rozelle and others hurt the game
by making it out to be the
greatest thing that ever happened
to America.
Despite his feuds with the
football establishment, Samplt!
says he loves professional football
and holds no grudges against the
game.
By Gregory Lalire

Egypt Gives Israel Ultimatum
Will Fight If Peace Settletnent Is Not Reached
By United J,>ress International
Libya's army chief of staff said
Wednesday that Egypt . would
11
enter the battle" against Israel
by the end of. this year if a peace
settlement is not reached by then.
The statement by Lt. Col.
Aboubakr Youness, carried by the
Egyptian Middle East news
agency, said the newly formed
Federation of Arab Republics Syria, Egypt and Libya -- was in
agreement of this issue.
It coincided with a warning by

is

Britain in the U.N. Genet:al year if a peaceful settleme,r(t not
Assembly that fighting may break achieved."
Youness, who arrived in Cairo
out soon in the Middle East unless
Israel and the Arabs agree to Wednesday, was received by
President Sa,dat, who warned the
negotiate.
·
The warning, delivered by. Israelis in a broadcast speech
Foreign Secrl:ltary Sir Alec Tuesday night to be ready to
Douglas · Home, was followed by suffer hard blows in any renewal
a Lebanese call for sanctions of Mlddle East fighting.
against Israel as the only means of
If everybody really is out to kill
restodng Middle East peace.
In Cairo, th~ Libyan chief of you, you're not parartoid, are
staff was quoted as saying: you?
"Egypt :Will e!,lter the battle this

The first parking meters were
installed in Oklahoma City in
1935.

..
~\
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ADVERTISING
WHERE: J'c:>urnalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertilling
UNM P,O, Box 20 .
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

.•'

":

~

TERMS: Payment must b~ made in .full prior to insertion of advel;'tlsement

1)

PERSONALS

;READY I To start a bright new semest-er
full of happenings. See us I Arrangements Unlimited. 107 Girard SE. 266·
8379. 10/14
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hoapitnlitntlon insurance, Pays up to
$45(1 for maternity. For info telephone
242-1217. 10/7
FREE: Hnndsome and healthy kittens.
Longhnlrcd mnlcs. Tortoise-shell female.
898·192!1. 10/7
EVER WONDER WHY CANARilllS
DON'T SING LIKE THEY USED TO 'I
Ask the Dirdmnn at Fred's Pet's. 4705
___!-omns NE. 10/1
PROFESSO~RS==-----7
k_r_m_er~l~-.-ru~soo--re~ta-ry--,

'llow graduate ntudent, desires work, 20

hours a week. Jnne. 242-8496. 10/7
GIRLs-We have yQur size, Dell's by
Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central
SE. 243-GDG4. 10/6
AGORA is a UNM Cr!sill center. Stnffed
by Student VQiunteera who can help In
Personal crises and have access to in·
:formation about aervlccs available to
people In the Albuquerque area. Anyone
is Welcome 24 hrs. a day. NW corner
Moon VIsta, 277·3013.

2)

LOST & FOUND

IJADY'R WATCH-Found Ture!lny afternoon In rhurch parking lot West of
cnmp!l!l. Call l'ctmY: 299•743·1. HJ/7
FOUND: BLACK PUPPY DOG with
lea.1h ncroas !rom UNM. Contact Dooca
307 Cornell, Apt. 4. 9/30

3) SERVICES
Oll.TliODOX BAHA'I 'FIRESIDES. Thurudny night.~. 7;30, 621 Spruce SE, Apt.
31G. I•'or inConnntlon or tmnsportation
rnll 242·4!!30, or wrlw P.O. Ilox 737,
~bu., 8_!103, 0/30
COJom WIJ,-:..~'l'::'Y::::P::::E::-,-:f~or-p-ro-:t;-C"~-·-or--::17
0.-:::lli
houril a. we<>k. ExprriPill'l'fl in tytlintt
lcttl'ro repc:>rt'l fubdro runnU.1t'r!pt; for
publlcntlon. en11 Donna, 2f.i8·G804. 10/G
mol-lJNG GETTING You DOWN? $t.Go
per 12 Di«'(':l. 242·3833, 10/6
TUTORING. 'll-nnolntion in l•'rench nhcl
Svnnfgh. Cali Kilt. 243-2085. 10/G
IJELLY DANei~, c:c>rle:J of H ciMD!'!l. 'l'ue:J•
dnra Lrr:lnnin~r Oct. G, Nror Campus.
Elizabeth. 255.48!11, 10/G
•rUTORlNG FRENCll AND PORTU·
GUESE Language.:!, Call 247·2844. 10/4
AUDUDON ECOLOGY FILMS-On wildliCe (outdoors i.e.) at POPEJOY atarting Thursday October 7, '1:16 PM. ($3
Student ticket g()()(J Cor all li shows,)
Phone 27'1·31_21 w~Jic the tickets last.
FlNE OLD FASHIONED . PORTRAIT
PJIOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
WhateVC!r~ 2_!1~~~8. 9/22
.
MUSIC INSTRUCTION: Will teach sax·
OOI!nlli>INNE
opbone. rea:.onable rate!J contact Terry
242-4306, 9/30

4)

FORRENT

STUDENT: Quiet, C{Jm!ottnble Room tor
Rent; minuw from cnmpu!l, 2G5-1268.
1017

Jo'Jo:MALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 2
b('tlroont npnttment. Call 243·6661, ext.
231 . dnY!I, 268-442~ altct ri :~0. 101?
MOUNTAIN JIOUSE. Near Snndln. Skiing
-2 bcdt'oont, fireplace, mountain ntream,
Jatge tt«'cs, garage, 200 yds, from NntiQnal J.'orrot, vutetable garden. $200.
Tcll. 2GG-u362. 10/1
'l'WO GENTL'EMEN STUDENTS share
room with klkhen pr!veJcgcs. Evenings
.2GG·OG9G. !t/28

5)

FORSALE

V'·l'rl TAPE liEAE -

2-Speaker Cabinets
1()" and 3" in t>nch l Plllll 2 ulher amnii
~~~systems. Call" 268..1)904, 10/G
COMPLETE LUDWIG TRAP SET with
s:vmbols, $2GO.OO. 242·1660 atter a PM.
1017
1!17() DUSTER 340. Four-speed. Excellent.
Call atwr flve. Davis 2!19-3821, 10/7
GAn.AG:F} SALE I! Fumllure, clothes: all
sorts ot. good thingg, Sundny, October
a: 10 AM·G PM. 4466 Avenlda Del Sol
NE. West oft Washington, Lomas/
C.onstltution. 10/1

FORSALE

5)

NEW 11171 Schwjnn•Vnrsjty boy's 10-.speed
bicycle. Front and back generator lights,
back rack. $95.00, Calt '266·2206 after
6 :oo. 10/6
USED SUEDE ANP LEATHER JACKETS, $2.50 to $15,00 each. New arrivala
l~riday this week at the bead Shaman.
4()1B Snn 'Felipe NW, Old Town 11•7
daily. 10/13
1971 HONDA 350. :Perfect; Condition 1000
mi. Need cash. Call 266·4317 after noon.
10/6
DUE TO THE GREAT RESPONSE to the
Lobo Acl our JJUPp)y o£ U$ed suede and
leather jackets is somewhat depleated.
Starting this Friday and eVery Friday
we will add 6200 coats and jackets.
Thank you-the Bend Shaman. 401B
Snn Felipe NW, Old Town 11-7 daily,
10/13
ZOOM LENS, SUN, fits Nlkon F or Pen.
wx, f.4.8, 85 W 210 min. At Japanese
cost, $50, 242·5656. 10/4
10 mi. so of Route 66 on Route 10. 2 acres,
3 bedrooms, large living room with fire-.
place, well and good view. 282-5418. 10/4
Mo'iiiNG-furnlture, b(!ds, aPPliances,
tublcs, rulsc. 1315 Claire Ct. NW. 10/4
DADY DUTCH RABBIT: $4 (with food)
Box trained. Call 277-6365. 10/4.
ENGLISH, SPRINGER SPANIEL PUP.
Male, black and white. Regilltered AKO,
Affectionate, Call 251>-6422 evenings,
10/4
'67 CliEVROLET: Law otudent must sell
Jmpaln SS convertible, 327 V-8, auto-.
mutlc transmission, radlnl tire!l, excellent;
condition. $121i0. 2!18-4084. 9/27
MUSTANG 'G8, 4 speed, positrac, koni
shoeks, maw, mlchlena, stabilizer bars.
'~!II o,ut handle ~-2!!: 242·6451. 9/30
64 WESTCOASTER MAIL TRUCK: renn!nted, Interior rc-done--CHEAP--2650691 after G:30. 9/30
RABDITS: They mnke lovnble afl'ectionata
Pet!"! and nre eliBY to care for. Call 2650987 or come ev~:nncn by 412 Columblu
SE. 9/30
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30·$GO. 441
Wyoming NE. 2G5·G087. 12/20
BEADS, BEADS, DEAl>S! Hundred of
different kind3 and colora of beads.
llcnds for macrame at The Bl!lld Shaman.
40tn San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11·7
daily. 10/13
LONG SLEEVE KNl'l' SHIRTS In solids
nnd patterns. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 9/30
LEATHER DELLDOTT()MS AND JACKETS by Levi's, Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE, 9/30
SHIRTS l FloraL!, Solids, lltrlpCII, Prints,
Knlts. All in your size. Lobo Men's ShoJ).
2120 Central SE. 243-G!I54,
JUST RECEIVED a ahlpm~:nt of 1!i71
Singer Sewing Machin~. These ma•
cltines have never been used and are
~uh:Jtled W/zig·Ull~. make buttonhole~~,
etc. Will bri sofd for $49 each, eash or
terms. United Freight. Sales. 3920 San
Mnt«> NE. Open 9 til 9. trn
•
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Nearly 200 title$- always available
wherever boo~s are sold.
Only

S1 each
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ATTENTION
ALL GRADUATE AND LAW STUDENTS
GSA PRESENTS

A PARTY

WANT~D: Mrul!

to wol"k with pre-school·
ern 5 days a wwk. 12•3. Call 299-8!141
Ml'!l. Perkins, or 2ua•4092 Mrs. Seiberling. 10/6

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

Friday, Oct. 1

KARntS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
each •.New Arrivals :t:,rom England. Also,
NnVIIJo rugs, many mtercsting imports.
!<'reed Company, 415 Central Ave. NW.

7:30 P.M.

FINAL TIMES TONIGHT!

7:30 9:30

11005 Central N.E.

Drinks 30c

Beer 15c

Music by Judas

fow income, married

students! Ask for Don ot

No Admission

265.8841 or 255-6040

Ed Norris & Associates Inc:.
1504 San Pedro N.E.
PAgeS

~

EMPLOYMENT

FHA.235
HOMES AVAILABLE
t() qualifi~d,

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled
hamburger
C"'r_ '. --- ":
- '"·{ · ~ ~E&.01'\T. .XBRt·~·"··"~.~~
:_~ . . ';.. ·~-~, . '": ~·<:: ·,'\ ~ .. '· .": --=·. _",.;. ;· :~. ·_ • ·; · -~: ~<;~/ >"·~" ··~:0_z~S,.;~~?;
:~~-6TA~-~¥~LA£N~
2~6-~550- 7:00 a.m.-midnight
Across from Johnson Gym t

Cliff's Notes are great any time you
need help in literature! We
recommend buying early so that
you can use them as you study
the ass1gned play or novel and as
a helpful review prior tu exams.
Get the Cliff's Notes you need
today. You'll see why they're tlie
preferred study aid of millions of
students nationwide. (P.S.) If your
dealer's out of a tille, he can get
another fast with Cliff's "Hot Line".

c

l<'lVE NEW STEREO C()MPON:EN'l'
SETS, These unita b11•·e AM-FM. sterro
receivers w/8 track t~Ia.yer. Afso come
complete w/separate deluxe Garrard
changer & four speak('t' system. $109.05
cMh or f.el'I'Ia. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE, Open 9 till 9. tfn.

6)

f

c

All Invited

STUDENTS $1.00

(with I .D.)

NEW MEXICO LOBO

